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Cartoon My Walk
Today you're going to remember

a walk that you have been on recently,
and illustrate the walk as a cartoon.

 

You're going to pick 6 key 'frames' from
your walk to be a part of the cartoon,

which means you need to cast your
mind back in time to that day.

 

Imagine you're looking back at your
walk through a crystal ball...

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

My 6 frames:

How aboutyour neighbours?Did you see anyoneon your walk andwave or say helloto them?

Remember,every great storyhas a start, a middle,and an end. Your walkmust have hadthese too!   Or, head out on a
   walk! (Remember to ask

        permission from an adult)
The walk might be a big stomp
up a hill in the Peak District, a
   stroll in the park, a saunter

      around the school grounds,
or.     or a skip to the local

    shop, its up to you! 

Did you seeany animals likeme on yourwalk?

Use all five ofyour senses to helpyou to remember!What did you hear?And smell?



Good
luck!

Once you decide on your 6 frames, you're ready to get started on the cartoon!
 

For each frame, you're going to draw a picture of this moment on your walk, and write a
description of what's happening below it, to tell the reader the story of your walk.
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Here's
an example ...

Your turn! Ready, steady, cartoon...
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We set off on our
walk and saw Jasper

sat on the wall

Some grown up boys
were playing football

and they waved at me!

We saw a big pigeon
eating a slice of pizza

on the pavement

It started to rain so
we had to run quickly
up the road to home

Mr Robinson passed
us on his scooter with
fish n chips for his tea

A pink teddy had been
dropped so we left it

safely on a tree trunk

Don't forgetto wash yourhands afteryour walk!



You can
do it!
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The cartoon of my walk!


